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Our Caucasian, red, white, and blue, anthropomorphic GOD is under attack by that subversive arm of the international atheistic Communist Conspiracy: the Rice Chapel Series.

After refusing last summer to remodel the Memorial Chapel in Early American Colonial style, the commissars of the Pagan Plot instituted a program of lectures designed to subvert, corrupt, and lead into temptation the young, thoughtful minds of countless Rice students, that patriotic, pious group of tomorrow's leaders.

The attack upon God is spearheaded by the liberal Communist establishment on the Rice campus. The Local Committee is divided into two groups devoted to the victory of godless socialism and the notorious social concerns of modern Liberal America. The two groups are the Rice Chapel Committee and the faculty Committee on Religious Activities. The Hanoi Regime

The RCC (note the similarity with the first letters of Russian Communist Conspiracy) has recently exposed itself by allowing the Universal Day of Prayer for Students to be held in the Rice Chapel. The D of P is an activity of that essential arm of the Hanoi Regime, the World Student Christian Federation.

CORA (note similarity with CORE) too is becoming more overt in its activities. Witness the calling of the Campus clergy over to the University side of the green hedges. It is well known that this clique is paid directly by the National Council of Churches. At this moment the godless group is plotting its “consultation for corruption” program within 90 feet of the extreme east end of Sammy's.

Papists Involved
Other examples of subversion are seen in the Chapel Series itself. Note the type of personalities invited to speak on our beautiful campus. These have recently included such figures as Dr. Michael Novak, that leading papist who worked for Time magazine at the latest International, Vatican II, and Dr. Gibson Winter, a sociologist-theologian who is a cohort of the infamous Harvey Cox.

The Chapel Committee actually had a contemporary drama in our local House of God this past week. The play 'Cain' was presented by the ringleaders of that no-good beatnik group, the Rice Players.

Pink and Orange
And this next week, my brethren, a psychologist and no doubt a follower of that atheist Sigmund Freud, has been solicited to lead the Anti-American Attack within the pink walls and above the orange carpet of the hallowed Rice Chapel.

Battle God In Chapel

Only once this year has the Truth leaked to the Rice Community by way of the Chapel Series. That loyal servant of Our God, Fr. Daniel Lyons, called upon this great nation to bomb the Vietnamese people in order to advance the Christian Tradition of screaming loudly and carrying a big checkbook. How he got into the series, only Our-Guy-In-the-Sky knows. Lyons laid it on the line. Kill, kill, kill those dirty Commies!

Praises God

But, my brethren, we may be reassured of the working and Divine Intervention of America's Big Boy. It seems that the Commies aren't getting through to the majority of the truly religious Rice students.

Ask a Rice student to hear the leading Liberal Commie speakers. He will smile demurely, praise our God, the Flag, and William Marsh Rice, and then he will head off to the den of safety at Fondren Library.